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The aim of this project is to evaluate the homogeneity of automotive paints, by

evaluating the chemical composition and degradation by the joint effect of UV

radiation, temperature and humidity by microscopy, Raman, FTIR. The results will allow

to understand the potential differences that can appear depending on the location of

the sample and to facilitate the comparison of references and traces of paints taken

from real cases.
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As expected, the microscopic observations show a high variability in number and

thickness of the layers within vehicle #1, ranging from OEM bumpers with 3 layers only,

up to 6 layers (OEM + basecoat/clearcoat repaint) for the passenger doors. However,

the PCA of Raman spectra allows to observe a homogeneous composition on the

different parts of this vehicle.

A PCA of the FTIR-ATR spectra allows us to observe the presence of four clusters.

This separation is based on the location of the samples as well as the presence of

post-manufacture repairs. As far as degradation is concerned, a logical separation is

visible between the lateral and upper samples (roof, hood) of OEM system’s cluster

(not illustrated), which receive a more direct sunlight exposition.
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In forensic science, automotive paint chips are common because of their easy

transfer during collisions between objects. Specifically, paint chips are common in hit-

and-run cases, and the use of databases can provide a list of potential make, models

and years of production. This information can sometimes be used to locate a suspect

vehicle and compare the collected traces with it [1].

The majority of studies on automotive paints focus on the characterization of the

different paint layers (number, thickness, chemical composition). It is recognized that

these are not homogeneous on a vehicle and can sometimes present a different

number of layers (repaints, repairs), different thicknesses (door vs. roof), or

different compositions (primer for plastic vs. metallic parts). The evaluation of the

homogeneity of automotive paint is a topic that is not widely discussed in the literature

[2].

In addition, vehicle paints undergo degradation as a result of exposure to outdoor

environmental conditions, which can potentially bias database searches. UV

radiation, humidity, and temperature are degradation factors for automotive paints that

primarily affect the outer layer (clearcoat). Paint photodegradation can also introduce

physicochemical differences between different parts of the same vehicle, especially

the roof which receives much more direct radiation [3,4].

CONCLUSION

1 Sampling

8 vehicles

~ 16 samples

per vehicle

3 Microscopic observations

Stereomicroscopy

Microscopy (Bright field, Dark field, 

Crossed polars, Fluorescence)

2 Sample preparation

Inclusion in paraffin

Microtome sections (5 µm)

4 Sample analysis

Infrared and Raman 

spectroscopy for all layers

5 Data processing

Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
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Figure 1. Samples location

Vehicle’s #1 informations:

Make : Cadillac

Model : CTS

Year : 2003

Color : Black

: Clearcoat

: Basecoat

: Primer (plastic part)

: Primer (metal part)

: Primer Surfacer

Figure 5. PCA of Raman spectra of all clearcoatsFigure 2. Layer thickness and sequence depending of samples location

Figure 3. PCA of FTIR-ATR spectra of the last clearcoat layer for all 

vehicle’s samples

Figure 4. Microtome sections of six samples from vehicle #1

: Front bumper (driver)

: OEM system

: Rear part’s samples

: Passenger side’s samples

(post-manufacture repairs)
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